
        
CURATORS OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

    Committee for library provision in Archaeology 
 
 
Minutes of the meeting held at 12.00 on Monday May 21st 2012 in the Meeting Room, Sackler 
Library 
 
        
Present: Elizabeth Frood (Chair) (EF), Mark Dickerson (MD), Philipp Niewöhner (PN), Graham 
Piddock (GP), Natasha Rees(NR), Eleanor Standley (ES), Elisabet Almunia (EA- minutes) 
 
Apologies: James Legg, Yiu-Kang Hsu, Sue Killoran, Rick Schulting 
 
 

1. Membership: nothing to report. 
 
2. Minutes of the meeting on Monday February 13th 2012: the date of the meeting should 

be corrected to read 2012 instead of 2013. 
 
3. Matters arising from the minutes:  

 
a. Dumbarton Oaks papers: PN asked for an update on the return of the Dumbarton 

Oaks papers to the Sackler. GP said he expected the papers to be back on open 
shelves by the end of the summer, subject to sufficient progress being made on 
the space strategy project. 

b. Item 3a – Scanning: EF asked whether a decision had been taken about purchasing 
a new scanner. GP explained that no decision had yet been taken and that a more 
affordable option would be to get a scanner on lease rather than on purchase. 
Christ Church were going to get the Genus Spirit book scanner on lease (3rd model 
trialled) and their views on the experience would need be sought before making a 
decision. 

c. Item 3b – Periodicals expenditure (GP): In reaction to F.Serra’s escalating prices, 8 
periodical titles (out of 20) were cancelled and a letter was sent to the publisher 
explaining why this was done and the effect the price rises were having. The 
proposed public statement on this subject, to be posted on an open website, was 
still awaiting the attention of Josephine Quinn (Classics) and Andrew Wilson 
(Archaeology). 

d. Item 7d – New book display (GP): GP did not think it would be feasible to 
introduce subject separation to the new book display. New books are being put 
out in chronological order of arrival on a weekly basis and introducing an 
additional subject arrangement would inevitably slow down the processing. EF 
thought the relatively small size of the display allows for quick scanning and 
location of relevant titles and that spotting titles from unrelated subjects could 
also be useful. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. Reports from libraries:  
 

a. Sackler (GP):  
1) Space strategy: 

GP reported that the strategy is already underway with the clearance 
of unwanted material from the Haverfield Room and a limited 
amount of weeding of the monograph sequences, but the main 
project is awaiting the removal of a temporarily housed collection of 
some 150 metres from the Archive Room in early June. This will in 
turn lead to the creation of significant space in the Haverfield Room, 
where it is intended to greatly extend the parallel sequence of 
periodicals by the addition of about 200 metres of titles from the 
Lower Ground, Ground and 1st floor reading rooms.   
The choice of titles for transfer is currently being drawn up in 
consultation with relevant user groups, and GP hoped shortly to 
circulate the present committee with proposed LGF titles for transfer: 
these were expected to include titles no longer current as well as 
those consisting of many small unbound parts. (It was thought that 
the latter would be easier to consult in the Haverfield, leaving the 
more quickly accessible periodicals in the rolling stacks on the LGF.) 
The final stage of the process would be to redistribute the newly 
gained space throughout the reading room sequences, and this would 
depend on the availability of a professional book moving team. For 
this reason it was not possible to be exact about the timing of the 
project, but it was hoped that considerable progress would have been 
made by the end of the Long vacation. 
GP stated that he does not expect any general disruption in the 
reading rooms, but that there would be a continuous series of very 
localised moves, making specific parts of the sequence unavailable 
for short periods of time. 
PN reported the concerns of some users about the Byzantine 
archaeology section on the 1F, which is completely full and has no 
room for growth. GP replied that the whole sequence on the 1F 
would have to be moved to utilise the newly available space, and that 
this should bring relief all to areas including the Byzantine section.  
EF stated that space issues are a concern that keeps coming up 
amongst users and that they will be reassured to know a space 
strategy is now in place. 

 
b. Balfour (MD): MD reported that the materials budget is expected to be 

maintained at the current level but some further periodical titles may need to be 
cut. On the other hand, one Archaeology title (Archaeology in Oceania) will be 
taken over by Blackwells so it may be possible to claim it as legal deposit. 
 
 

5. Bodleian Libraries matters:  
a. Financial outlook (GP): the overall figure for expenditure on library materials by 

the Humanities libraries in 2012/13 will show a rise of 3% on this year’s figure, and 
this is expected to be equally distributed across the subject areas.  
 



b. Estates (GP): The Long Vacation will see the transfer of the History Faculty Library 
collections to new locations in the Radcliffe Camera and Gladstone Link and the 
move of the Philosophy and Theology Faculty Libraries to the Radcliffe Infirmary 
Building. Other recent Bodleian moves have now settled down. MD noted that the 
number of Historians using the Balfour Library has gone up and that these moves 
may have an impact on the Balfour. 

 
 

6. Undergraduate issues (NR):  
a. Sackler opening hours: NR reported that UGs are satisfied with the current 

opening hours for week days and Saturdays but would like to be able to use the 
Sackler on Sundays. GP replied that this request had been previously discussed and 
remained desirable but that there were currently no funds to support this (most 
Sunday opening across the Bodleian Libraries has been externally funded). At one 
stage a cost-neutral proposal involving shorter week day opening hours had been 
put to the Library users and was rejected. GP added that one of the consequences 
of the HFL move would be that funds would be available to finance Sunday 
opening of the Radcliffe Camera and the Old Bodleian so there would be more 
Library spaces for students on Sundays. 
 

7. Postgraduate issues:  the PG representative was not present at the meeting. 
 

8. Academic staff issues: nothing to report 
 

9. Any other business:  nothing to report 
 
 Next meeting:  Monday 5 November 2012 at 12.00 in the Sackler meeting room. 
 


